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Celebrate spring in company seals and
seal pups! 05.03.2020 – 08.03.2020

Every year in late February - early March in the throat of the White Sea ice floes in the solder
collected hundreds of thousands of harp seals for procreation. Adult seals, males and females are raised
out of the sea on the ice and held in place rookeries few weeks, and soon on the ice are born newborn
seals - Belka. Newborns tyulenyata lie on the floating ice floes and on the beach.
Newborn animals are trusting, so you can approach them closely. Observations of behavior and
communication with these amazing small animals brings a charge of good feelings and is remembered
forever.
The main goal of this expedition is to monitor the newborn seals, seal pups. Even a helicopter
flight through the porthole which is clearly visible beauty of the Russian North, impresses: boundless
taiga, village, frozen in a white silence ... Finally - the sea, chained ice. On the surface, sometimes come
across polar wolves visible herds of seals gathered along the cracks filled with black water. On some ice
floes - male sealskin monasteries, others are tyulenihi with Belka. In the water, swim playful herd of
white whales that jump up, hit the tail and go deeper; somewhere near the gulls fly. Finally, a helicopter
hovers over an ice floe - the goal is achieved. All the passengers quickly desantiruyutsya and sit as low as
possible - the wind that uplifts their helicopter blades, very strong. It then sat on the ice, the helicopter
rises slowly turns around and flies away, carrying with it the urban noise and bustle of civilization. The
first striking silence, broken only by the cries of the seal, a splash of water and squeak pups "Maa-

ma! Ma-ah! "- Can be heard from all sides. People stand in a daze ... They're on a drifting ice floe in the
middle of the White Sea to the horizon - one ice and around tyulenihi crawling, searching for their
children. Few obvyknuv all disperse to meet with Belka, pat them with a soft fluffy fur, some have
yellowish, others with a bluish tint, the third - a snow-white. But most importantly - it Belkova eyes,
black, large, curious and trusting in which as in a mirror, reflected the snowy hummocks, northern sun
and a man crouched beside him. It's funny fingering lapami- "handles", the baby crawling on the ice in
the direction of a man - a big shadow that it takes for the mom-tyulenihu, sniffing, trying to understand
my mother or not. Belka can gently take the hand. He still poorly senses, so if you give him the finger, he
begins to gently suck. A small, very cute fluffy cub is some intolerable joy, surging love and gratitude to
fate for this moment. The cracks between the ice suddenly hear a splash. This mom tyuleniha, seeing
people on the ice, carefully looks on the surface, ready, in case of danger, immediately dive back. So
behave old experienced tyulenihi who remember that a person can harm them. If it is on the ice next to his
calf, then, seeing a man approaching her, she ryknuv a warning, he immediately rushes to the water and,
with surprising grace bent belly fat disappears in a small polynya; one can only wonder how she managed
to slip into it. Young mothers behave differently: they do not think of anywhere to get away, but rather,
struggling to protect their children: menacing growl, and may even bite if human movement will be
unduly harsh. Therefore it is better to communicate with animals, squatting, and even likened seals, lie on
your side and enjoy plenty of good-natured faces and take pictures. It is interesting to observe how
tyuleniha feeds Belka. Emerging from the water and jumped on the ice, the female approaches him and
sniffs from all sides. If the baby is not her, it will look for further crawling between hummocks and
responding to squeak pups. Once tyuleniha finds his calf, it lies on its side, and the baby immediately
starts sucking tasty, very fat milk. Returned group at sunset. The last rays lit up the ice, making the view
from the window in a fantastic picture: at the bottom as if someone had put a huge mosaic of colored
crystals to the horizon: black, gray, blue, purple, lilac, pink, white - is the ice of varying thickness in their
own breaks Rays of light. After returning from the trip the participants floes waiting excursion program
on Solovki. The impression of the winter Solovetsky monastery even stronger than in summer: about as
quiet and deserted as on the ice floes in the sea, occasionally there are locals so monks of snow-white
snow, leaving traces, jumping hares. A completed trip excursion in Small Korely - Museum of ancient
architecture . It is a beautiful museum, which have been gathered huts and chapels all over the Russian
North.
Day by day program
05 of March. Moscow - Arkhangelsk
13:25 (1.5 hours before departure) meeting at the airport «Sheremetyevo», Terminal D, after check-in for
the flight SU-1330 and the passage of pre-flight inspection in the departure lounge at the café bar Katie
O'Connor's you meet turlider group.
Flight Moscow - Arkhangelsk, the airline «Aeroflot» 14:55 - 16:50.
Upon arrival transfer to the hotel «Pur-Navolok», located on the banks of the Northern Dvina.
Accommodation and rest.
6 March The White Sea
Breakfast at the hotel. Briefing on the ice at the crash of the Mi-8. Approximate flight time - 1:30 - 2:00.
During the flight over the White Sea with beautiful views - unique multi-colored patterns of the ice field
with breaks, wormwood, ducts. Pictures in a window are constantly changing flock swimming beluga
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whales, walruses and many lonely sealskin Monastery, taken a liking to the huge ice floe. Finally,
mothers with Belka.
Choosing a reliable block of ice and land. Seals take us to visit. Mom let you get close to the young and
even touch them. Great pictures, especially since some Belka themselves pose.
Happy organize lunch on the ice. In the evening we return to the hotel in Arkhangelsk.
7 March . The archipelago of the Solovetsky Islands
Breakfast at the hotel. Morning departure to the airport Talagi, then fly by plane to the Solovetsky
Islands. Sightseeing in the Solovetsky Monastery, lunch.
Solovetsky Islands archipelago is located at the entrance to Onega Bay. It is the largest archipelago,
which has 6 large and 100 small islands. Solovetsky Archipelago, as well as the five-kilometer area of the
White Sea are included in the protected area - the Federal State Institution «Solovetsky State Historical
and Architectural Museum-Reserve».
We plan to visit the famous Solovetsky monastery, located on the isthmus between the lake and the bay of
the Holy Well-being on the Big Solovetsky Island. The territory of the monastery is surrounded by
massive walls up to 11 meters thick and 6 meters with 7 gates and 8 towers, built in the years 1584-1594.
The monastery is located religious buildings, connected by covered walkways, surrounded by residential
and business premises.
In the evening return to the hotel in Arkhangelsk.
8 March Arkhangelsk - Moscow
Flight Arkhangelsk - Moscow airport «Sheremetyevo» flight SU-1331, 17:40 - 19:35.
Rates
Service
Flight Moscow – Arkhangelsk - Moscow
Accommodation in Pur-Navolok hotel (Sngl)
Flight to seals
Flight to Solovetsky Islands
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Price per person
From $ 220
From $ 197
$ 3200
$ 860
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